
Pretty Rocks Club - January 2020: Black Sunstone 

Hello Magpies! Confession time: this entire project came about because I spotted black sunstone and 
simultaneously went OOOOOOOH SHINY and AUGH ANOTHER GORGEOUS STONE THAT 
WON’T PHOTOGRAPH WORTH A DARN HOW CAN I CONVINCE PEOPLE TO BUY IT??? 
Combine that with the fact that people have been asking for a while now if I’d consider doing something like the 
Earring Club only not just earrings, and, well… here we are. 

So. Let’s talk about schiller, or more accurately, aventurescence! Schiller means “twinkle” or “sparkle” in 
German, and is often used to refer to any sort of feldspar with sparkly/shimmery bits in. (Labradorite and 
moonstone are also feldspars, but they display labradorescence and chatoyancy, respectively - and a neat fact I 
learned a few years ago: rainbow moonstone is actually white/clear labradorite! Which explains why it has big 
flashes of color instead of the more subdued and often linear shimmer of peach and brown and white 
moonstone.) Aventurescence specifically refers to the sort of glittery effect you see in aventurine and sunstone - 
tiny inclusions that catch the light at many different angles. Basically, it means “stones what have glitter in 
them” and fun side note, while goldstone also displays this property, goldstone is not actually a stone at all but 
rather glass with flakes of copper (orange) or cobalt (blue) or chromium (green) in it - and probably not, as a 
metaphysical store in NYC once tried to tell me, the accidental result of an alchemy experiment. Although that’s 
a good story and I do love goldstone too. But I digress. Again. 

Orange sunstone is, unsurprisingly, colored by tiny copper inclusions. (I’m including - heh, no pun intended - a 
sample of rough orange sunstone for you to compare and contrast - and yes, so you can see it in person because 
photographs don’t do it justice. </enable>) I’ve run across iolite-sunstone in the past - copper inclusions in a blue-
grey stone - and low-grade moonstone with similar black inclusions, but black sunstone is new to me, and I 
honestly can’t find much information about it. I can tell you that it’s a feldspar, and that the aventurescence is 
almost certainly caused by mica inclusions, and that the inclusions are too irregular to be a man-made material, 
and that there’s no evidence of dye on any of the beads, but mostly that it’s REALLY HECKING PRETTY 
and I wanted an excuse to buy it.  Some of the pieces I got had splotches of orange that look a lot like iolite-
sunstone, and the smaller beads that I bought as accents for the deluxe level show labradorescence as well as 
aventurescence, so my best guess is that somebody stumbled across it and went “huh, this is pretty, let’s call it 
black sunstone and see if people will buy it” and lo, I did.  

(This has been happening a lot lately in the bead industry - stuff that was previously disregarded as being low-
grade [whatever] is getting mined and cut and polished and sold as an entirely new stone, often with very 
creative names attached to it. Since I’ve always gravitated towards stones with “flaws” I am totally fine with 
this trend!) 

I hope you enjoyed this first installment of “Kyth rambles about pretty rocks” - if you have specific questions 
about any of the upcoming stones, please let me know and I’ll do my best to answer! Next month we’re looking 
at charoite, so I’ll be talking more about chatoyancy… 


